Spring Forecast

Pioneer a New Path

The coming quarter combines eclipses to take you to deeper levels, the next Mercury retrograde to open you to new ideas, and risk-taking Jupiter moving into pioneering Aries. Philosophical Jupiter also aligns with spiritual Neptune (See page 3).

On April 30, there is a solar eclipse at 11° Taurus. A solar eclipse represents new beginnings that rises from a deeper soul level, seeking a way to manifest in the mundane world. Begin by looking at what you value, and what you are hanging onto even though you don’t value it anymore. Ask yourself what emotions are preventing you from releasing that old stuff that gets in the way of moving forward.

Next comes a 26° Scorpio-Taurus lunar eclipse on May 15/16. Scorpio takes you to the emotional depths to help you uncover any self-defeating beliefs and behaviors. This helps you release that which you no longer value, be it emotionally or in a yard sale. You are making space on both external and internal ways so you are more powerful in directing your energy into what you want to concentrate on in the future.

In esoteric astrology, Scorpio and Taurus are associated with the 4th Ray of Harmony through Conflict. Both personally and globally, everyone is called to live in their center and not fall into emotionally re-active behavior—no drama queens and kings. It teaches people to live in higher values.

Ukraine

& That Old Devil Saturn

There is a common theme running through the natal charts of President Zelensky, Vladimir Putin and the two charts I have for the Ukraine.

Saturn, currently traveling through Aquarius, is active in all four charts. On the worldly level, Saturn is associated with boundaries, borders, history, censorship, restrictions, fortifications, and steadfastness.

Saturn is associated with long-term planning, so anyone that thinks the Ukraine invasion will be quickly solved is in for a rude awakening.

On the esoteric level, Saturn is the sacred planet to Ray 3 of abstract thought and esoteric knowledge. Higher principles must be communicated in a way that people who do not understand higher principles can understand.

“Freedom” is a higher principle. It is important to help the global population understand that an event restricting freedom over 5000 miles away affects everyone, everywhere. Sacrificing higher principles has a ripple effect globally.

At the risk of getting political backlash, I wonder if the previous USA administrations view of America First and screw all the previous efforts for mutual global cooperation is now manifesting in a way that requires us to renew global cooperative efforts.

Ukraine’s original freedom chart (Jan. 22, 1918) has restrictive Saturn sitting on natal revolutionary Uranus. Saturn will not get to Ukraine’s diplomatic and peace-seeking Venus until February 2023.

(continues page 2, right column)
Prior to the lunar eclipse, Mercury turns retrograde May 10, just as Jupiter moves into Aries.

Mercury turns retrograde in Gemini, one of his favorite signs, then back into earthy Taurus. One level of this is to rethink how you are manifesting your material world needs and values. Explore new ideas that can take you in the direction you want to go. It would also be good to check in on your finances as Taurus has to do with money, stocks & bonds, and your possessions. What resources do you have or need in order to manifest your values and desires?

Also on May 10, expansive and optimistic Jupiter moves into Aries (See page 11). Aries is ready to pioneer a new path. Think back to the summer of 2010 and the first half of 2011 when Jupiter was last in Aries.

A protestor in Tunisia set himself on fire to stand against an oppressive government and start what came to be called Arab Spring. There was also a lot of war action as you would expect from Aries, including Israel’s first use of the Iron Dome to repel missiles. Russia’s Putin has four planets in Libra which will be directly opposed by “take the high road” Jupiter. The god of thunder also stops and sits on Zalensky’s past life south node this summer, not normally a good sign although it can bring help from the past.

Begin to pioneer your own new path May through October, and then know that Jupiter temporarily returns to Pisces to help you re-vision your plan for 2023. Understand that Aries provides the initial rush to get your plans moving. When he moves into Taurus in May 2023, your new path will have greater stability and manifesting ability.

Jupiter is the 2nd Ray planet of unconditional love and seeking wisdom. This energy helps you see through the outer personality crust of people so you can connect with the spark of divine within them.

**There is ample opportunity to move your life in the direction you want to go this quarter. Begin by releasing old values, and you are just the initial beginning to pioneering your new path.**

---

(Ukraine continues from page 1, right column)

Ukraine’s second freedom chart (after it left the USSR, Aug 24, 1991) has Saturn restricting Ukraine’s Aquarius moon, and opposing communications planet Mercury and higher philosophy Jupiter both in heart-tugging Leo. Similar to the first Ukraine chart, it will not be until February/March 2023 before Saturn activates Venus in Leo and modern Ukraine’s Virgo Sun.

Vladimir Putin (Oct. 7, 1952) has transiting Saturn on his spiritual destiny north node, which means it is on the opposite side of his chart to his past life Leo south node and death planet Pluto also in Leo.

Although this is an oversimplification due to limited space, the negative interpretation of intense Pluto aligned with the past life point suggests someone who misused power in a “kill them before they can kill me” way. The dharma north node in Aquarius brings lessons in creating win-win environments and helping everyone to be in their power. Aquarius works towards the collective ideal.

President Zelensky (Jan. 25, 1978) has transiting Saturn opposing his Leo moon this year. Saturn has moved to the top of his chart, the area known as the high noon midheaven. This represents standing in your authority and being highly visible. However, this is just getting started and will not be stronger until after December 2022. He is called to step into his wise-elder authority figure, which perhaps explains why he did not leave the country when advised to do so. He risks imprisonment as there is no half-way with Saturn.

Saturn doesn’t do anything quickly. You sacrifice in the short term for long term gain. Unfortunately for the world, every time Putin initiated a serious military action, his material wealth grew in amounts that are obscene to those who struggle to manifest food for the day.

Putin was born with Jupiter in Taurus, a combination that is good for manifesting in the material world, and in his 7th house of partnerships. It is well known that he has billions stashed away in his oligarchs partner’s bank accounts. Perhaps when explosive Uranus hits his Jupiter in May 2023, he will get his comeuppance.

The USSR was abolished on 9/9/1991 and there are other charts for modern Russia. This chart shows an abundance of planets in Leo. Transiting Saturn is opposing all of those Leo planets until early 2023, so it is important for the world to keep up the pressure in a consistent way rather than expecting quick solutions.

“Freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor, it must be demanded by the oppressed.” ~Martin Luther King Jr.

---

(Horoscope Report continues from page 1, column 1)

(Ukraine continues from page 1, right column)

---

Here are your THREE FREE astrology forecast options:

1) Free email forecast at the New and Full moon. Quick & to the point current energies. Register to receive it: astromark.us

2) This Quarterly Astromark newsletter at solstice and equinox. Download the full digital version at www.astromark.us/newsletter.pdf

3) Weekly Astrology Forecast is at www.astromark.us

Land (503) 252-1558 mark@astromark.us
Jupiter-Neptune Conjunction
April 12, 2022– 24° Pisces

*What is your higher vision?*

A new 12-13 year cycle begins on April 12 when Jupiter, the planet of higher philosophy aligns with the planet of spirituality, Neptune.

The last time this occurred, May through December 2009 at 24-27° Aquarius, the soon to be problematic Boeing Dreamliner started flying and a jet landed in New York’s Hudson River. There was also an important climate change conference in Copenhagen. And the Sudanese president was indicted for crimes against humanity. All of these events are associated with the sign Aquarius.

This new cycle is especially important because both Jupiter and Neptune are in their favorite sign, Pisces. This is called rulership, which means that a planet in its favorite sign is more powerful. (Jupiter also rules Sagittarius).

Pisces asks you to go beyond the veils of this material world to bring back a higher vision for your life.

*“Whenever we attain a higher vision, the lower vision disappears of itself.”*
~Swami Vivekanda

Neptune actually spends about 14 years in each sign, so it has an effect on a generational level. The god of spirituality, intuition, compassion and forgiveness is in Pisces from 2012 to January 2026. Neptune energy is a lot like walking through pea-soup fog. You must walk one step at a time, trusting that the next piece of your path will show itself at the perfect time—*and not a moment sooner!*

April is an excellent time to step away from your busy life and too much technology. You can go on a vision quest, or just go into nature to separate yourself from the illusions we buy into during our daily routines. I led a group to safari in Tanzania a few years ago. By the second day in the open expanse of the Serengeti, everyone was relaxed and could see clearly for miles.

In this new cycle, Jupiter urges you to take a risk on yourself, and that requires opening your belief system to a higher vision. Jupiter is the abundance god that will help you bring your goal into form, but offers no guarantees. Open to a higher vision and then take action.

*“You are not here merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand”*
~Woodrow Wilson

---

**Upcoming Lecture & Events Summary**

www.astromark.us

Existing clients: Schedule your consultation to understand where planetary energies are helping or challenging you.

***

Sat. March 26: Puget Sound: Emerald Spiral Expo, Cancelled due to covid restrictions

On June 23, 2022, I shall discuss Esoteric Astrology and the Seven Rays on Sharon Wyeth’s radio show at noon Pacific Time at www.OMTimes.com/iom

**Sabian Symbol for Jupiter-Neptune conjunction**

from Dane Rudhyar “An Astrological Mandala”

An astrologer and a psychic came up with symbol for each of the 360 degrees of the zodiac in the 1920’s. Meditate on the symbol for 24° Pisces to get a hint about the next 13 years of your life and planetary growth. (See left column).

*“On a small island surrounded by the vast expanse of the sea, people are seen living in close interaction”*

The sea represents the collective consciousness (Ex. Dalai Lama means Ocean of Wisdom). It suggests learning to work together in spite of external differences such as politics, religion, race, etc.

Water has to do with emotions and spirituality. The island reminds us that we are all in this together. The “us versus them” consciousness that is so prevalent now is not sustainable.

**CLARIFICATION: EXISTING CLIENTS:**

If you had a consultation with Mark prior to 2022, you are grandfathered in. All of Mark’s consultations are available to you through 2022. See services on pages 8 & 9 Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf (QR code page 1)

I see clients 2-3 days per week and lead times are stretching out. I can no longer do “I need it quick” consultations or quick questions. Please plan ahead,

Mon-Thurs, Pacific Time business hours

I am no longer accepting new clients. There is a referral page at Astromark.us

However, I expect to see new clients for only the Seven Ray Esoteric Astrology consultation after I reorganize myself, probably in September

Astrology & Intuitive Consultations ~since 1980

Land line (503) 252-1558  mark@astromark.us

Register for the free New & Full Moon email newsletter at www.astromark.us

Astromark, PO Box 16267, Portland, OR 97292-0267  USA
A soul ray is a universal frequency that each person incarnates on to provide opportunities for growth and service in this life. Where your zodiac sun sign is of our solar system and has to do with personality, a soul ray is Universal in nature. It helps you do what you came to accomplish in this incarnation.

Astrologer, seer and healer Nostradamus was very familiar with viruses, having his university studies halted by the plague and his first wife and children died from the plague. He was strong in Rays 3 and 7.

Ray 3 keywords are abstract thought and esoteric knowledge. 3rd Ray people translate higher understanding into a language that all can understand. He did this by writing a successful almanac for many years, and also worked as an astrologer for wealthy people. Interestingly enough, he was born during a Mercury retrograde cycle, indicating lessons in communicating. Obviously, he learned the lesson of communicating through his writings.

As a side note to Mercury retrograde in his chart, he had other astrologers cast the charts for him to read because he often made math mistakes. He learned to obscure his prophecies in language due to religious opposition to his work.

The 7th ray is energetic alchemy. Instead of changing lead into gold, Ray 7 transmutes lower frequencies into higher vibrations. Nostradamus was expelled from his first university for being an apothecary (chemist who makes medicine for doctors), a profession considered too low and manual trade at the time— but very much a 7th Ray type of occupation in those days.

"Events of human origin are uncertain, but all is regulated and governed by the incalculable power of God, inspiring us not through drunken fury nor by frantic movement, but through the influences of the stars."

~Michel de Notredame

Transiting Jupiter will be passing over Nostradamus's north node of spiritual destiny in May and December 2023. Pluto will move onto his Venus in Aquarius in 2023-24, so it will be interesting to watch if his work comes into public focus as it did for the 9-1-1 attack.

For an informative free pdf on the rays and esoteric astrology, go to: https://astromark.us/astrology-resources/

(Also see page 8)
This page is offered to address the spiritual growth side of current astrology from the esoteric point of view. Or, depending what is on my mind at the time, a metaphysical topic of interest this quarter or whatever seems appropriate. This page is my experimenting with my shift to focus on the metaphysical side.

ENERGY FollowS INTENT

“Energy follows intent” is a basic principle in understanding how the universe works. You are the Creator, not some illusive deity sitting on a throne behind some pearly gates. It is often difficult to believe that you created your current life experience. Whether it is a blessing or a challenge, avoid going into judgment as it is difficult to see all the pieces in play from the physical side of earth.

The universe is not out to get you. Its helps you grow, raising your frequency of vibration.

A member of my family got the disease cancer. It can be difficult, if not impossible, to understand that there is some benefit for your growth. And you cannot just run to a popular book on metaphysical causes of disease, as that is just a hint at what is going on. In the case of my family member, she commented after announcing the disease that she didn’t know so many people loved her (after receiving cards, calls, etc.). I also saw the strength and perseverance that came with eight years of stage 4 cancer. There was also an abundance of coming together, love, and deeper understanding after she passed.

There is always some benefit to events that come into your life. The reverse is also true in that some challenge often comes with a blessing. It brings to mind a satirical book by Voltaire, “Candide” where something good came out of something bad, and something bad came out of something good.

For anything you want to create, you must set your intent. Then you must act on that intent to show the universe you are serious. And, you don’t need to know exactly how it is to manifest. In fact, I personally think its better not to know exactly how it will play out.

When I was in college in Ohio, I desperately wanted to go to live in Alaska. I had demolished my new car in youthful stupidity, so my used P.O.S. replacement car took me downhill to Houston to start my career. Nine years later, the company I worked for in San Francisco sent me to Alaska as part of my industrial sales territory, and in a couple years, a customer hired me to move to Alaska to run his business. There was no way my small thinking mind in Ohio could ever imagine this being possible. The universe manifested my strong vision in a way I could never have imagined on my own. I just had to wait nine years!

As you know, I have shifted my astrology practice towards the esoteric branch in order to focus my intent more on my spiritual path. Helping others on their spiritual path activates my own speed button (as in the old saying, you learn what you teach). Since putting my intent out, I have already had metaphysical programs ask me to share on esoteric astrology—programs that I didn’t even know existed found me!

So you see, you don’t need to know all the details, or even if the path will work. You just need to get started in setting your intent, and then take an action in that direction. The universe will help.

And for those who say they do not know where to focus their intent: People tend to get lost trying to find the form. Practice tuning into the feeling. You know you want to feel like you are doing something worthwhile, that you are appreciated and compensated fairly for your effort. You know you want to be around nice people, to have time off, and so forth.

Begin with feeling how you want to feel, and let the form come later.

I like to encourage people to realize that any action is a good action if it’s proactive and there is a good intent behind it. —Michael J Fox

New: 7 Rays explained document: astromark.us/seven-rays-explained.pdf

Astrology and Intuitive Consultations by Mark F Dodich ~since 1980
Land line (503) 252-1558 mark@astromark.us Astromark.us
A chart cast for the next three months looks to be a lot easier than last year’s solstice and equinox charts (Yea!)

Philosophical Jupiter and spiritual Neptune align about every 12 years, the last one being in Aquarius in December 2009. The next one is exact on April 12, so it is building energy now, and it is a part of the energy for the next three months. The communications planet Mercury is also tied to this alignment in the spring equinox chart. (See black circle).

Neptune goes beyond the veils of this world to bring back a higher vision along with compassion, intuitive abilities and the need to forgive anyone who has done you wrong, including your self.

Jupiter speaks higher truth without worrying if people will approve. Bring out your mentor and be willing to take a risk on yourself to manifest a higher vision.

Mercury is the lower mind that brings Jupiter’s higher understanding down to earth in a way that all can understand. Communicate a higher vision.

This is a powerful combination for the coming quarter; however, Pisces is the divine feminine so don’t expect external fireworks to go off. Gentle feminine power is just as powerful as the kind of power Vladimir Putin is using.

The action is internal, helping you to open to a higher vision, and then taking action to get you to that higher vision—all without a guarantee that it will manifest.

The Red square shows a challenge between relationship planets Venus ♀ and Mars ♂ in Aquarius, and Uranus ♂ in Taurus. A square is a challenge or motivator.

This is a good time to reach out to old friends and explore new friendships. It is a better time to share in a friendly way rather than looking for commitment. Of course, some friendships or your association with groups or organizations will fall off too (but this has been going on for some time in different ways during covid).

The main thing is to open to a higher vision, share it with others, and take a risk on yourself to bring it into manifestation.

To better understand the planets, houses, and signs, download the Free Basic Astrology Primer at www.astromark.us/astrology-resources/

Although I am not taking new clients, I shall continue to provide information on how to use the changing planetary energies for your highest good.

Free Stuff:

- Astrology from Mark Dodich
  - Weekly written forecast is at www.astromark.us/report.htm
  - New & Full Moon Email newsletter. Register www.astromark.us

Free pdf document downloads: 7 Rays Explained, State & City Zodiac Signs, Basic Astrology Primer, Prosperity Enhancement Guide, more astromark.us/astrology-resources/

This quarterly Astromark Newsletter; (but you already know that since you are reading it. New issues at solstice and equinox) Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf

Land line (503) 252-1558 mark@astromark.us

www.astromark.us
This is an AstroCartoGraphy® power lines map for spring equinox, and it relates to the previous page for the next three months.

The red circles represent the power lines for the alignment of Mercury, Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces. I don't expect to hear of big things like earthquakes since this appears to be a softer quarter we are entering. However, there is still a concentration of energy in Brazil, eastern Africa, general Phillipines area and surrounding island nations, and the Society Islands (Tahiti).

The black circles are the challenge between love, money, ambition Venus and Mars to “expect the unexpected” Uranus. New Caledonia, NW Africa, India, and near the Galapagos Islands are all under this energy.

Although this is not the dramatic energy of previous quarters (thank you Creator), it is still worth watching these areas. For the black circles, look at changing relationships or revolutions. For the red circles, watch to see if there is deception and illusion (the lower side of Pisces) or compassion with people helping each other to bring forth a higher vision.

Note: I am not taking new clients, but the location astrology consultation is still available to people who have had a consultation prior to 2022. On my referral page, there is a website of qualified astrological consultants for those who have not been a client prior to 2022. https://astromark.us/referrals/

ACG power lines map for the April 30 Solar Eclipse. You can partially see it on Easter Island and Patagonia. The circles show the alignment of Sun, Moon and Uranus– a potentially challenging zone with the possibilities of earthquakes, political changes, etc. I use three months before and after as its general range. The includes USA/Canada west coast, NW China, Japan and Korea, Saudi Arabia/Iran, and South America to Ireland and Scotland.

See the weekly report is at www.astromark.us/report.htm
New & Full Moon Email newsletter Register at www.astromark.us
♦ Free astrology resources, pdf downloads: http://astromark.us/astrology-resources/
$5 Off

It's my way of wishing you a Happy Birthday and to buy you a cup of tea!

This discount coupon is good for $5 off any 1 hour or longer consultation within 30 days of your birthday. A birthday chart called a Solar Return can be run to give you an astrology forecast for the coming birthday year. Cash, check Credit Card, PayPal, Venmo

Land line 503-252-1558  mark@astromark.us  www.astromark.us

Jan 2017
Where is the Best Place for Me?

This consultation helps you find your best locations for:
CAREER, LOVE, TRAVEL, HEALTH, EDUCATION, SPIRITUAL GROWTH

EARTHLINESTM Power Maps
( AstroCartoGraphy® + other locality techniques)

EARTHLINESTM Relocation Astrology gives you a tool that you will use for the rest of your life.

Knowing your personal planetary power zones helps you to make life choices including relocating, vacationing, career, or seeking to emphasize specific activities in your life. 85% of this consultation is good for the rest of your life. The maps provide major power zones as well as minor power lines to help you narrow your focus.

In addition to the detailed locality maps, an additional Local Space Map is provided. It is your personal & astrological Feng Shui and comes on a transparency to put over other maps, helping you to choose a restaurant for an important meeting or romantic date, a good direction to place your exercise bike so you get maximum use out of it, or for a variety of directional decisions even if you never move away from home.

This consultation is quite extensive, and goes way beyond the commonly known basic ACG map that has been around for years. Accurate birth time is needed.

This tool is valuable for life!

$240 1 1/2 hr. consultation

ASTROLOGY FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Astrology can help your business:
- When to incorporate, have a grand opening, introduce a new product, hire compatible employees, when to expand or consolidate.

Millionaires don’t use astrology, BILLIONAIRES use astrology.

~American Financier J.P. Morgan

INTUITIVE TAROT CONSULTATIONS

The best forecasts are not those that come true, but those that warn, teach, and prepare~anon

$ 150/hour , $ 90 1/2 hr  In person, telephone, Skype, Zoom

It is helpful for me on phone consultations to have a hand-written note from you to hold onto. It can be postal mailed, or written and scanned and emailed to mark@astromark.us

This page is for existing clients only Be advised, services offered will change in 2023
Metaphysical Travel with Astromark

Travel Update: Turkey in 2023

The next sacred trip is to Turkey in 2023, a place with abundant ancient sites. Anyone who has had past lives in that part of the world, passed though Istanbul (Constantinople) at some point in time. I don’t have dates yet, but it will be in the shoulder season in spring or fall 2023. The rates are lower than high season and not as crowded.

It is a big country, so I might break it down to a week in western Turkey, and an optional week going to sites in eastern Turkey—caves, Gobekli Tepe (like Stonehenge only older and better built), Whirling Dervishes, the Mount Nemrut with stone heads, Abraham’s birthplace, etc.

I have talked to numerous people who have been to Turkey, and they all had very good things to say about it. The sites are impressive, the feeling is as though you are stepping into ancient energy, and Turkish people are very friendly to Americans. Turkey is safe.

I am also reconsidering the best way to do the metaphysical activities. On both Greece trips, we were stopped from doing healing and meditation ceremonies at the sites. But Egypt was totally open to us as long as we were quiet and didn't bother other tourists. In Tanzania, we mostly wanted to take a shower and have dinner after a long day out in the Serengeti Bush. Fortunately, the trips attract like-minded people who are flexible to the changing environments in international travel.

Pluto moves into Aquarius in 2023. The last time was 1777-1798 as the Revolutionary War was taking place. Sacred travel helps you open to parts of yourself that are hidden or dormant when you live in the busyness of your comfort zone.

Although 2023 and details are not coming for awhile, now is a good time to put travel money aside. I have heard so many people express concerns about travel costs, but once they got to the destination, they decided it was the best money they ever spent.

“Travel is never a matter of money, but of courage.” ~Paul Coelho

“The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.” ~St. Augustine

As details come in, they will be posted in the quarterly Astromark newsletter and at https://astromark.us/sacred-travel/

Mark Dodich

Land Line 503-252-1558

mark@astromark.us
Jupiter in Pisces and Aries

Endings and beginnings

In astrology, Jupiter is the energy of opening your belief system to expansive new possibilities. The god of abundance is here to help you manifest your goals and dreams. You are the Creator, and Jupiter is here to help you manifest your goals. You must set your intent by taking an action step on your dreams without a guarantee that they will work. Then, Jupiter steps in to help.

Jupiter was briefly in Pisces from May 13 - July 28, 2021 to give you a preview of the next step. Pisces helps you go beyond the veils of this mundane world to bring back a higher vision from the etheric realm. Pisces opens your intuition. As the last sign in the zodiac, it often brings endings. Or, it helps you forgive and practice compassion on old issues that keep hanging around. Esoterically, Pisces helps you hold your higher vision in the etheric realm, and then work in partnership with Spirit to bring it into manifestation (instead of thinking you have to do all the work by yourself—no martyrs needed!).

After you have your Pisces vision quest, Jupiter moves into pioneering Aries on May 10 to get you moving in your new direction. You must have the courage and strength of self-identity to go forward in your new life. My intention is to shift my work over to the esoteric side of astrology. This branch of astrology focuses on spiritual purpose and growth. I may write or I may teach on metaphysical topics— to be determined.

The article below was in the Winter 2022 issue of Astromark. I thought I would include it again in the spring since Jupiter changes signs in May. Also see page 3 for the Jupiter Neptune conjunction.

Jupiter in Pisces and Aries

Endings and beginnings

In astrology, Jupiter is the energy of opening your belief system to expansive new possibilities. The god of abundance is here to help you manifest your goals and dreams. You are the Creator, and Jupiter is here to help you manifest your goals. You must set your intent by taking an action step on your dreams without a guarantee that they will work. Then, Jupiter steps in to help.

Jupiter was briefly in Pisces from May 13 - July 28, 2021 to give you a preview of the next step. Pisces helps you go beyond the veils of this mundane world to bring back a higher vision from the etheric realm. Pisces opens your intuition. As the last sign in the zodiac, it often brings endings. Or, it helps you forgive and practice compassion on old issues that keep hanging around. Esoterically, Pisces helps you hold your higher vision in the etheric realm, and then work in partnership with Spirit to bring it into manifestation (instead of thinking you have to do all the work by yourself—no martyrs needed!).

After you have your Pisces vision quest, Jupiter moves into pioneering Aries on May 10 to get you moving in your new direction. You must have the courage and strength of self-identity to go forward in your new life.

At the risk of being rude, you can either go willingly or be dragged to the new place kicking and screaming— your choice.

Remember that Jupiter is just ending revolutionary Aquarius, Saturn is still in “It’s time for a change” Aquarius until March 2023, and then Pluto enters Aquarius for 20+ years in 2023.

The world is shifting. Get ready!

Mark’s Shifting Focus in 2022

I am not retiring.
I am entering semi-retirement which means I am not doing the quantity of consultations as I used to do.
That means longer lead times to schedule consultations. It means I can no longer do “I need it right away” consultations.

EXISTING CLIENTS:
If you had a consultation with Mark prior to 2022, you are an existing client. All consultations are available to you during 2022. I expect the 7 Ray Esoteric Astrology and periodic updates to your chart to continue in 2023, but all the other consultations such as the Earthlines ACG maps will be going away.

NEW CLIENTS:
I am no longer taking new clients
Referrals: https://astromark.us/referrals/ Check back in the September newsletter as I plan to open the 7 Soul Ray Esoteric Astrology consultation to everyone.

SACRED TRAVEL:
Turkey in 2023. Details coming soon. Turkey has an abundance of ancient sites. https://astromark.us/sacred-travel/

FREE ASTROLOGY FORECASTS CONTINUE:
* New & Full Moon Email Newsletter, Register at Astromark.us
* This quarterly Astromark newsletter comes at at solstice and equinox. It is always linked in the email newsletter and at Astromark.us or get it directly at Astromark.us/newsletter.pdf
* Monthly astrology forecast continues in 2022 but shift to more esoteric interpretations. Astromark.us

If you want the details:
* Enters Pisces Dec 28, 2021-May 10, 2022
* Enters Aries May 10, 2022
* Retrograde July 28, 2022 9° Aries
* Backs into Pisces Oct 28,2022
* Nov 23, Jupiter turns Direct 28° Pisces
* Dec 20, Jupiter re-enters Aries to May 2023

After you have your Pisces vision quest, Jupiter moves into pioneering Aries on May 10 to get you moving in your new direction. You must have the courage and strength of self-identity to go forward in your new life.

At the risk of being rude, you can either go willingly or be dragged to the new place kicking and screaming— your choice.

Remember that Jupiter is just ending revolutionary Aquarius, Saturn is still in “It’s time for a change” Aquarius until March 2023, and then Pluto enters Aquarius for 20+ years in 2023.

The world is shifting. Get ready!

www.astromark.us